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Series Preface

Radical Theologies encompasses the intersections of constructive theology, secular theology, death of god theologies, political theologies, continental thought, and contemporary culture.
For too long, radical theology has been wandering in the wilderness,
while other forms of theological discourse have been pontificating to
increasingly smaller audiences. However, there has been a cross-disciplinary
rediscovery and turn to radical theologies as locations from which to
engage with the multiplicities of the twenty-first-century society, wherein
the radical voice is also increasingly a theologically engaged voice with
the recovery and rediscovery of radical theology as that which speaks the
critique of “truth to power.”
Radical Theologies reintroduces radical theological discourse into
the public eye, debate, and discussion by covering the engagement of radical theology with culture, society, literature, politics, philosophy, and the
discipline of religion.
Providing an outlet for those writing and thinking at the intersections
of these areas with radical theology, Radical Theologies expresses an
interdisciplinary engagement and approach that was being undertaken
without a current series to situate itself within. This series—the first dedicated to radical theology—is also dedicated to redefining the very terms of
theology as a concept and practice.
Just as rhizomic thought engages with multiplicities and counters dualistic and prescriptive approaches, this series offers a timely outlet for an
expanding field of “breakout” radical theologies that seek to redefine the
very terms of theology. This includes work on and about the so-labeled
death of god theologies and theologians who emerged in the 1960s and
those who follow in their wake. Other radical theologies emerge from what
can be termed underground theologies and also a/theological foundations.
All share the aim and expression of breaking out of walls previously ideologically invisible.
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